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ABSTRACT

Zoom tracking involves the automatic adjustment of the focus motor in response to the zoom motor

movements for the purpose of keeping an object of interest in focus, and is typically achieved by moving

the zoom and focus motors in a zoom lens module so as to follow the so-called “trace curve”, which

shows the in-focus motor positions versus the zoom motor positions for a specific object distance. Thus,

one can simply implement zoom tracking by following the most closest trace curve after all the trace

curve data are stored in memory. However, this approach is often prohibitive in practical implementation

because of its large memory requirement. Many other zoom tracking methods such as GZT, AZT and

etc. have been proposed to avoid large memory requirement but with a deteriorated performance. In

this paper, we propose a new zoom tracking method called ‘Approximate Feedback Zoom Tracking method

(AFZT)’ on DM36x-based IP network camera, which does not need large memory by approximating

nearby trace curves, but generates better zoom tracking accuracy than GZT or AZT by utilizing focus

value as feedback information. Experiments through real implementation shows the proposed zoom track-

ing method improves the tracking performance and works in real-time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Zoom tracking keeps an object of interest in fo-

cus during zoom operation, and is an important

function in video surveillance, particularly in traffic

management and security monitoring. Zoom track-

ing is typically achieved by moving the zoom and

focus motors in a zoom lens module so as to follow

the so-called “trace curve”(Figure 2), which shows

the in-focus motor positions versus the zoom mo-

tor positions for various object distances. Zoom

tracking can be implemented simply by moving fo-

cus motor and zoom motor so that it follows the

most closest trace curve after all the trace curve

data are stored in memory. However, this approach

is often prohibitive in practical implementation be-

cause of its large memory requirement. Many other

zoom tracking methods such as GZT, AZT and etc.

have been proposed to avoid large memory re-

quirement but with deteriorated zoom tracking

performance. In this paper, we propose a new zoom

tracking method called ‘Approximate Feedback

Zoom Tracking method (AFZT)’, which does not

require a large memory and improve zoom tracking

accuracy better than GZT and AZT. The proposed

method first approximates all trace curve data by

five representative trace curve data and stores
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Fig. 1. Simple Zoom Lens System.

Fig. 2. Trace curves of a 12x zoom lens module

for various object distances ranging near

(0.6m) to far end (infinity).

them in the memory, beforehand. At the start of

zoom operation, it decides two appropriate nearby

upper bound and lower bound trace curve among

the stored five approximate representative trace

curves around the initial zoom and focus motor po-

sitions and calculates an estimate of the right trace

curve using linear interpolation of two upper and

lower trace curves in the same way as GZT

estimates. During zoom operation, it adaptively ad-

justs focus motor position or revises the estimated

trace curve by utilizing focus value information

obtained from the hardware autofocus engine to

reduce tracking errors.

Experiments on a real implementation shows the

proposed zoom tracking method improves the

tracking performance and successfully works for

full-HD video (1920×1080p) in real-time of 30 fps.

The rest of paper is organized as follows.

Backgrounds for this paper are briefly introduced

in Section II. Section III describes the proposed

Approximate Feedback Zoom Tracking method.

Section IV explains an actual hardware im-

plementation of the proposed AFZT method on a

DM36x-based IP network camera. Section V pres-

ents the experimental results and discussion and

lastly, conclusions are given in Section VI.

2. BACKGROUNDS

2.1 Zoom Lens System and Zoom Tracking

A simple scheme for a zoom lens system divides

the assembly into two parts (Figure 1), a focusing

lens similar to a standard, fixed-focal-length pho-

tographic lens, preceded by an afocal zoom system,

an arrangement of fixed and movable lens elements

that does not focus the light, but alters the size

of a beam of light travelling through it, and thus

the overall magnification of the lens system.

The focusing lens is responsible for achieving

focusing. And zoom ratio is adjusted by moving

a zoom lens element (or zoom lens elements) in the

afocal zoom system. Moving zoom lens elements

and focus lens are controlled by a zoom motor and

a focus motor, respectively.

Zoom tracking is normally achieved by following

the so called trace curves (Figure 2). Trace curves

denote in-focus motor positions over all possible

zoom motor positions for various object distances.

Thus, the accuracy of any zoom tracking method

depends on how well a true trace curve can be

estimated. Hence, the trace curve estimation is the

most critical component of any zoom tracking

method. It should be noted that the only in-

formation available for trace curve estimation is

the in-focus motor position at the initial zoom mo-

tor position. Moreover, it is well known that the

trace curve data provided by the manufacturers are

ones obtained in design and testing time, but each

manufactured zoom lens system can have trace

curve data different from the designed trace curve

data due to several factors.
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2.2 Related Works on Zoom tracking

In the literature, several zoom tracking methods

have been proposed [1-5]. Each of these proposed

methods are mainly different with respect to trace

curve estimation.

In the look-up table method[1], which is simple

and has been tried very early in the history of zoom

tracking techniques, all trace curve data for various

object distances are stored in a form of look-up

table into memory. An estimate of the right trace

curve is obtained by choosing the closest curve

from the stored trace curves. A drawback of this

approach needs a large memory to store the

look-up table, which limits its usage for embedded

devices. Moreover, no mechanism is provided

about how to choose the right trace curve when

the zoom lens component moves towards the

tele-angle direction. To reduce the necessary

memory, many other approaches such as geometric

zoom tracking (GZT)[1], adaptive zoom tracking

(AZT)[1,6], reduced zoom tracking (RDZT)[2], re-

lational zoom tracking (RLZT)[3], predictive zoom

tracking (PZT)[4], and feedback zoom track-

ing(FZT)[5] have been suggested.

The GZT approach calculates an estimate of the

right trace curve via linear interpolation only based

on two trace curves of the nearest and farthest

objects. A drawback of this approach is that the

offset between the estimated and the real trace

curves gradually increases as the zooming is

changed from wide-angle to tele-angle. This

weakness of GZT is later lessened by AZT method,

which incorporates a recalibration procedure at the

boundary zoom (motor) position where the trace

curve changes from linear to non-linear. At this

boundary zoom position, an auto-focusing oper-

ation is performed which can be viewed as a recali-

bration procedure. After auto-focusing at the

boundary zoom position, the focus motor is moved

according to the updated trace curve estimate by

using GZT. AZT method improves the tracking

accuracy but still leaves a sizable room for

improvement.

In order to reduce the look-up table data to be

stored, RDZT first cut the zoom step range into

nine zoom positions and divides trace curve into

two linear regions (one for around wide area, and

one around for far tele area), and nonlinear region

(between linear region 1 and linear region 2), and

reserves the complete look-up table data in the

nonlinear region. In linear regions, RDZT stores

reduced look-up table data by using linearity.

The RLZT and PZT methods were proposed lat-

er to improve the estimation accuracy through ma-

chine learning. Both RZT and PZT require a sig-

nificant amount of a priori knowledge for training.

It is not always convenient to obtain these a priori

trace curves in practical use. Furthermore, the er-

rors in the learning step will also have an effect

on the estimation. Because the variation of the lens

or scenes often requires additional time for

re-training, the adaptability of these two algo-

rithms is relatively poor.

FZT method integrates the geometric trace

curve estimation and the feedback control for trace

curve revision and FZT is a novel approach in the

sense that it firstly utilizes feedback information

of focus value to revise trace curve at each probing

time. However, its revision distance feedback con-

trol mechanism is not shown to achieve con-

vergence so that it cannot guarantee more precise

zoom tracking performance even though their ex-

perimental data shows better performance com-

pared to other zoom tracking algorithms such as

GZT, AZT, RZT, and PZT. Also, since FZT probes

focus value in two focus motor positions of up and

down at probe time, it causes more tracking time

and a jitter in zoom tracking motion at probe time.

In [7], we presented a zoom tracking method

called ‘approximation zoom tracking’ , which re-

duces required memory space by approximating

trace curves but with a degraded performance. In

this paper, we propose a novel zoom tracking

method called ‘Approximate Feedback Zoom
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Fig. 3. A focus value graph along focus motor

positions at a fixed zoom motor position.

Tracking’, which does not need large memory by

approximating nearby trace curves, but generates

better zoom tracking accuracy than GZT or AZT

by utilizing focus value as feedback information.

Even though our proposed AFZT approach utilizes

the focus value as a feedback information as FZT

does, it differs from FZT at least in two ways,

which is explained in Section 3.3 in more detail.

2.3 DM36x, AF HW Engine, and Auto focusing

The TMS320DM36x Digital Media System-on-

Chip (DMSoC)[8] is a highly integrated, program-

mable platform for digital still/video cameras and

other mobile imaging devices. DM36x supports AF

HW engine[9]. This AF engine extracts green pixel

data from RGB raw data of image sensor, subtracts

128 from the extracted green data, and feeds them

to two IIR filters block to calculate the FV (focus

value). DM36x AF HW engine computes the focus

value through IIR filtering as in equation (1).

( , ) max [ ( , , , ) 128]. ( )AFFV l s g i j l s h j= -å (1)

where FV(l,s) denotes the focus value for the lth

focus window image data taken at the focus motor

position s and computed by horizontal AF filter, an

Infinite Input Response (IIR) filter, g(i,j,l,s) corre-

sponds to the green component for the lth focus

window image at the focus motor position s, hAF(j)

the impulse response of IIR filter, and i and j the

row and the column pixel coordinates, l the focus

window.

Figure 3 shows an example of focus value graph

along focus motor positions at a fixed zoom motor

position obtained from a DM36x-based AF/AZ IP

network camera.

Focus value calculated by equation (1) repre-

sents the sharpness of the image frame. Since

higher FV means better sharpness of the image

frame, one can easily implement an autofocus algo-

rithm by iterative adjustment of the focus motor

and search of the focus motor position producing

the maximum FV. In-focusing is achieved at the

highest focus value position.

3. The Proposed Zoom Tracking Method:

Approximate Feedback Zoom Tracking

The proposed approximate feedback zoom track-

ing consists of three stages: 1) Construction of ap-

proximate representative trace curves, 2)

Estimation of the right trace curve at the start of

zoom operation, 3) Focus control during zoom

operation.

3.1 Construction of approximate representa-

tive trace curves

Trace curve data is very large so that it is not

desirable to save all data for embedded system.

GZT saves just two extreme curves (trace curves

of the nearest object and the farthest (infinity) ob-

ject one) and estimates the right trace curve for

zoom tracking by linear interpolation, which causes

a large offset error during moving to tele-angle.

In order to save memory, we also do not keep

all the data. We separate trace curves into three

groups and from three groups, we calculate the 1st

group representative trace curve, the 2nd group

representative trace curve, and the 3rd group rep-

resentative trace curve as illustrated in Figure 4
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Fig. 4. Reduction of trace curves by approximate representative trace curves.

Fig. 5. Illustration of trace curve estimation.

and also keep trace curve of the two extreme, far

(infinity) and nearest object curve. In a total, five

curves are used to estimate the right trace curve

for zoom tracking instead of two extreme trace

curves as in GZT. The 1st group representative

trace curve is calculated by taking the average of

the top three trace curves of object positions, 0.6m,

0.8m, and 1m. The 2nd group and 3rd representa-

tive trace curve are calculated in the same way

from the middle five object positions of 1.2m, 1.5m,

2m, 2.5m, and 3m, and from the bottom last 4 object

positions of 5m, 8m, 10m, and infinity, respectively.

3.2 Trace Curve Estimation

At the start of zoom operation, auto-focusing is

obtained by the global searching algorithm de-

scribed in Section 2.3. Based on the focus motor

position of the maximum focus value at the zoom

motor position, two appropriate trace curves of up-

per bound and lower bound among five approx-

imate representative trace curves stored in memo-

ry are decided and an estimation of the right trace

curve based on the decided upper bound trace

curve and the lower bound trace curve is processed

as follows.

The estimate of the current in-focus motor posi-

tion for the current zoom motor position is calcu-

lated using linear interpolation as in GZT as fol-

lows:

( ) ( ) .c L c cF z F z R D= + (2)

where F(zc) and FL(zc) denote an estimate of focus

motor position and the focus motor position on the

lower bound curve at the current zoom position zc.

R is the focus ratio, defined as the factor of ds/Ds,

where Ds is the difference between focus motor

positions on the upper trace bound curve and on

the lower bound trace curve at the starting zoom

position zs and ds is the difference between the cal-

culated focus motor position of the maximum focus

value and the focus motor position on the lower

bound trace curve at the starting zoom position zs.

Dc is the difference between the upper curve and

the lower curve at current zoom position zc.

3.3 Focus control
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Fig. 6. A focus value graph with respect to focus

motor positions and zoom motor positions.

The initial estimated trace curve calculated by

equation (2) cannot be kept applied all the way

during zoom operation since the focus ratio R

shows non-linear characteristics when the zoom

is changed from wide-angle to tele-angle, result-

ing in large estimation errors. Also, if the object

of interest is moving or is switching during zoom-

ing operation even though the estimated trace

curve is precise, following the initial estimated

trace curve may possibly not guarantee in-focus-

ing since object distance becomes changed during

zooming. Thus, in order to compensate the estima-

tion error, either focus motor movement needs to

be adjusted adaptively or the estimated trace curve

needs to be revised during zoom operation.

As explained in Section 2.3, the focus value rep-

resents the sharpness of the image. Figure 6 illus-

trates a focus value graph with respect to focus

motor positions and zoom motor positions acquired

from our DM368-based IP network camera equip-

ped with a 12x zoom lens. Figure 6 shows that the

highest focus value is on the peak of the mountain

and that sharpness decreases gradually down the

hillside. The peak line is the real trace curve for

the object in the experiment. Away from the trace

curves, the corresponding focus value declines

deeply on both sides of the mountain.

The focus values in focused images are much

higher than those not in-focused images. Thus, as

in FZT[5], the proposed zoom tracking method uti-

lizes the focus value as a feedback information to

adjust focus motor movement or to revise the esti-

mated trace curve during zoom operation.

While zoom lens is moving from wide-angle to

tele-angle direction and the focus lens is moving

along the estimated trace curve, adjustment should

be applied to the focus motor movement if the cur-

rent focus value at the current focus and zoom mo-

tor positions position is quite different with the

maximum focus value. If continuous adjustments

reach at the local the maximum focus value, the

estimated trace curve needs to be revised.

We denote the focus value FV(fk, zk) at the focus

motor position fk and the zoom motor position zk

of zoom motor moving step k as FV(k), and denote

the current focus value as FVcur. Also, we denote

the previous focus value as FVpre. During zoom

operation, the zoom motor movement size is fixed

and denoted as Δz so that zk+1 = zk + Δz. If step

k is the current step, then FVcur =FV(k) and

FVpre=FV(k-1). FVmax denotes a focus value re-

lated with the maximum focus value. At the zoom

start time, FVmax is set to the maximum focus

value found out through a global search algorithm,

and during adjustment stage, FVmax is updated to

the (local) maximum focus value across several

zoom steps.

Now, the focus control stage of the proposed

zoom tracking method works as follows.

At the current step k, if | FV(k)- FVmax | ≤

ThH , the next focus motor should be moved fol-

lowing the current estimated trace curve. if

| FV(k)- FVmax | >ThH, and FVcur < FVpre,

then it indicates that the current focus motor mov-

ing direction is the direction of decreasing focus

value so that the next focus motor moving direc-

tion should be taken as backward. If | FV(k) -

FVmax | >ThH and FVcur > FVpre, it indicates

that the current focus motor moving direction is

the direction of increasing focus value so that the

next focus motor moving direction should be kept
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the proposed focus control.

in the same direction. Focus motor movement step

size during adjustment process is taken as a con-

stant step, and denoted as Δf.

If FV(n-l) <…≤FV(n)>FV(n+1)…, then the

local maximum focus value across several zoom

steps, FV(n) is set to a new FVmax. During ad-

justment process, if the focus motor position with

the newly updated FVmax is detected, from there,

first, the proposed method decides the lower bound

trace curve and the upper bound trace curve from

the stored five approximate representative curves,

and a new estimate of the right trace curve is cal-

culated again according to the equation (2) based

on the decided upper and lower bound. And, the

newly estimated trace curve is adopted for the next

zoom tracking. The black arrows in Figure 7 show

the actual focus and zoom motors trace during fo-

cus control stage.

Even though our proposed AFZT approach uti-

lizes the focus value as a feedback information as

FZT, it differs from FZT at least in two ways.

Firstly, AFZT revises the estimated trace curve

when focus values reaches a local maximum focus

value, where it has high probability to reach near

the right trace curve so that achieving convergence

(or compensating tracking error) is more likely.

And before revision, AFZT adaptively adjusts fo-

cus motor movement if necessary. Secondly, AFZT

utilizes tighter nearby upper bound and lower

bound trace curve for estimating a right trace, but

on the other hand, FZT uses two extreme farthest

and nearest trace curve. Figure 8 summarizes the

workflow of our proposed approximate feedback

zoom tracking method.

4. Real-time Implementation

Our proposed approximate feedback zoom

tracking method has been implemented on a

AF/AZ DM368 based IP Network Camera lens as

shown in Figure 9.

The implemented DM368-based AF/AZ IP net-

work camera consists of 12 times zoom lens of

Optologics, EEL005 [10], 5MPixel Aptina CMOS

sensor MT9P031[11], and zoom lens control HW

B/D with Atmel microcontroller AT89C51. Pelco D

protocol[12] is implemented for the communication

between AT89C51 and DM368 via RS232 port.

Focus value calculation is implemented using AF

HW engine for 1920x1080 size image, which per-

forms at 30 fps.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

The performance of the developed zoom tracking

method was compared with the conventional zoom

tracking methods, GZT and AZT in terms of both

tracking accuracy. Tracking accuracy provides a

quantitative measure of the offset between an esti-

mated and a true trace curve for a given object

distance. The performance measures for tracking

stationary object during zoom operation were col-

lected from 100 distinct scenes under different

lighting conditions and various object distances.

The object distances were set to 1, 3, 5, 7 and 10

m. For each distance, samples were obtained from

the GZT, AZT, and our proposed AFZT. Figure 10

shows an example of the trace curve for a 3 m sta-

tionary object acquired using the proposed AFZT

method. The real trace curve was obtained by run-

ning the global search auto-focusing function at
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Fig. 8. The workflow of the proposed Approximate Feedback Zoom Tracking method.

Fig. 9. The Implemented DM368-based AF/AZ IP network camera.

each zoom motor position. The trace curve was ob-

served to tightly fit the real trace curve with sev-

eral small fluctuations.

Table 1 summaries the overall tracking accuracy

of the developed method compared with the exist-

ing GZT, AZT approaches. From experimental data

in Table 1, one can see that the proposed AFZT

exhibits better tracking accuracies than the tradi-

tional GZT and AZT methods.

Even though we cannot directly compare our

proposed method with FZT in [5] since both use

different Zoom lens modules, the experimental data

shown in Table 1 in [5] shows that the tracking

accuracy of our proposed AFZT is better than that
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Table 1. Tracking accuracy for stationary objects

Zoom tracking methods
Mean offset ( motor steps) wide à tele

S=1m S=3m S=5m S=7m S=10m

GZT 6.58 6.25 6.08 5.59 5.54

AZT 6.45 6.16 5.86 5.65 5.37

Proposed AFZT 4.67 4.45 4.36 4.15 4.04

Fig. 10. The proposed AFZT trace curve for a 3 m

stationary object.

Fig. 11. Resulting images during zoom operation from wide-angle to tele-angle.

of FZT.

Through experiments, it is also verified that our

proposed zoom tracking method, AFZT success-

fully works for full-HD (1920×1080p) video size in

real-time of 30 fps.

Figure 11 shows some images out of zoom oper-

ation for our implemented AF/AZ IP network

camera.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a new zoom tracking

method called ‘Approximate Feedback Zoom

Tracking method (AFZT)’, which does not require

a large memory and improve zoom tracking accu-

racy better than GZT and AZT. The proposed

method first approximates all trace curve data by

five representative trace curve data and stores

them in the memory, beforehand. At the start of
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zoom operation, it decides two appropriate nearby

upper bound and lower bound trace curve among

the stored five approximate representative trace

curves around the initial zoom and focus motor po-

sitions and calculates an estimate of the right trace

curve using linear interpolation of two upper and

lower trace curves. During zoom operation, it

adaptively adjusts focus motor position or revises

the estimated trace curve by utilizing focus value

information obtained from the hardware autofocus

engine to reduce tracking errors.

Experiments through real implementation shows

the proposed zoom tracking method achieves better

tracking accuracy than conventional zoom tracking

methods such as GZT or AZT, and successfully

works for full-HD video (1920x1080p) in real-time

of 30fps.

Currently, through further experiments under

various environments, further algorithm improve-

ments is progressing and the upgraded algorithm

for DM8147-based IP network camera (the next

generation IP network camera) equipped with

Tamron 30x zoom lens module is being im-

plemented, whose results will be reported later.
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